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EI6401 – TRANSDUCER ENGINEERING  
UNIT I 

1. How instrument errors are classified? Explain about the causes and remedies for each 

error in detail. Discuss about the measurement standards in details.  
2. In a test temperature is measured 100 times with variations in apparatus and procedures. 

After applying the corrections, the results are given below. Calculate the arithmetic mean, 
the average deviation, the standard deviation and the probable  
error. Classify standards and give example for each level of standard.   

Temperature ˚C : 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 

Frequency : 1 3 12 23 37 16 4 2 2 

3. Explain the following errors that occur in a measurement system. 
(i) Gross error  
(ii) Systematic error  
(iii) Random error.  

4. (i) Discuss the need for calibration of an instrument and describe the different calibration 
procedures. 
(ii) Define  

1. Instrumental error  
2. Limiting error  
3. Calibration error  
4. Random error  
5. Probable error  

5. i) Define the terms 1) uncertainty distribution 2) mean value 3) uncertainty interval 4) 
odds. ii) Explain the selection of transducers with respect to operating principles. 

6. (a) Explain in detail about statistical analysis of random errors. 

(b)Define calibration. Explain the different calibration methods. 
 

UNIT II 
 

1. Discuss about the desirable dynamic characteristics of a measuring system. (ii) Derive the 
time response of a second order under damped measuring system for a unit step input. 
Draw the response.  

2. i) Discuss about zero, I and II order transducers in detail. ii) Obtain the step response of I 
order system and explain the effect of different time constants on the response of the 
system.  

3. Derive the response of the under damped Second order transducer for a step input. 
4. Explain in detail the parameters used for analyzing dynamic characteristics of instruments. 

Derive the equations for each parameter from the time response of second order system  
5. i) Explain the static characteristics Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity and Linearity with 

respect to measuring instruments. ii) Explain the following terms: Speed of response, 

Overshoot, Peak time, settling time. 
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UNIT III 
 

1. Explain the principle of operation, construction details and applications of Hot-wire 

anemometer. Describe the principle of operation, construction details of resistance 

thermometers. Tabulate different metals used for resistance thermometer construction 

with their range of temperature measurement.  
2. Give the construction details of bonded and unbonded strain gauges. Explain any two 

applications of bonded strain gauges. 
3. i) Explain the principle of Piezo-resistance sensor. ii) Explain the construction and 

operation of variable resistance humidity sensor. 
4. With neat diagram explain potentiometric resistance transducer. List its advantages and 

disadvantages. 
5. Explain in detail about constant temperature anemometer and constant current 

anemometer.  
6. What is thermistor? What are the materials used as thermistor? Also explain its working 

with suitable diagram.  
UNIT_IV 

 

 

1. Describe the principle of operation, Construction details of LVDT. Describe in detail about 

the characteristics of LVDT.  
2. i) Describe the principle of operation and Construction of Variable reluctance transducers. 

ii) Explain the characteristics, application of Variable reluctance transducers.  
3. Write the advantages, disadvantages and different applications of LVDT.  
4. Describe the Principle of operation, characteristics and applications of capacitor 

microphone.  
5. Write short notes on (i) EI pick up. (ii) Induction potentiometer.  

UNIT V 

 

1. Discuss the construction, working principle of Hall effect sensor  
2. What is meant by piezo electric effect? Discuss in detail how the pressure can be 

measured by using piezo electric transducer? 

3. Write short notes on the following i) Fibre optic sensor. ii) Magneto elastic sensor iii) Nano 

Sensors iv) Smart Sensor.  
4. Describe the characteristics and modes of operation of piezoelectric sensor. What are the 

applications of it? 

5. Describe about MEMS technology. Explain different manufacturing, process for MEMS. 
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